Instructions on installing a core-fill, gravity retaining wall.
Excavation:
1) Excavate to the lines and grades required.
2) Leveling pad should be cut to a depth of 8”.
3) Place and compact 4” of 1” minus crushed rock, (meaning rock size is 1”
& smaller, available at local landscape supply yards). The leveling pad should
be compacted to provide a level surface on which to place the first course of
Cuesta block.
Wall Block Installation:
4) Place the first course of Cuesta on the base-leveling pad. Repeatedly
check the base course to ensure that it is level from side to side and front to
back and aligned perfectly with the neighboring block.
5) Units must be in full contact with the base-leveling pad.
6) Before starting the second row, fill the unit
cores and between the units with core-fill
material, (1” minus crushed rock is recommend).
This technique helps lock the base block in place
and maintain alignment.
7) Place core fill material behind Cuesta units a
minimum of 8” to 12” behind wall. This allows
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free drainage of water, which reduces the
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pressures applied to the backside of the wall.
Taller walls require more back fill.
8) Sweep excess material from top of units and install next course. When each course is completely filled,
back fill and compact behind the wall in 8” lifts before the installation of the next course.
9) Each course requires that the block be placed side-by-side and aligned
perfectly. To help with alignment, use a string along the backside of the block.
Place each course a minimum of a ½” further back on the course below. This is
called “set back” and it creates “wall batter” which anchors the wall into the slope
creating better stability and drainage.
10) When installing the top row, turn the block over to create a flat surface to
adhere the cap to. Use an exterior grade concrete adhesive to adhere the cap to
the top wall block. Backfill behind the wall and compact to finished grade.
NOTE:
~ Two or three courses may be set in place before the core fill is added. Backfill materials should be installed in
8” lifts & compacted.
~ When building two-tiered walls, the “range of action” is twice the height of the bottom wall, meaning if the
lower wall is two feet tall, the upper wall should be built four feet behind the lower wall and not exceed the
height of the lower wall. Check with local building codes, they can vary.

As a gravity wall, Cuesta Retaining Wall can be built to 3 feet tall.
It can be engineered for taller walls.

Project Estimation
Each Cuesta wall block covers .88 of a square
foot, therefore 1.13 blocks are required to cover
one square foot. To calculate how many Cuesta
block you will need for a project, first calculate
the square footage by measuring the length and
the height of the wall. Second, multiply those two
numbers to establish the total square footage.
When you calculate the height of the wall, don’t
forget to factor in the bottom course of block that
will be buried . Once the square footage is decided, multiply that number by 1.13, and that is
the number of block needed for the project.
The Cuesta
Cap is split
on both the
front and the
back sides.
This allows
installers to
flip-flop the
caps in
straight walls
and create a
seamless top row, thus eliminating voids created
by the trapezoidal shape of retaining wall. On
walls that curve, installers can flip-flop the cap
block where it fits but be prepared to have to cut
some of the cap if a seamless cap row is desired.
To estimate the number of cap required for the
wall, first decide whether the caps will be flipflopped or placed all the same way. If the caps are
flip-flopped, multiply the linear footage by .86. If
the cap block will be set with the 16” side towards the front of the wall entirely, multiply the
linear footage by .76.
Cuesta Dimensions: 8” tall, 16” wide, 10” deep
Cap Dimensions: 4” tall, 16” wide front face,
~12” wide rear face, 10” deep.
Cuesta Block weighs 60 pounds
Cuesta Cap weighs 42 pounds.

Colors

Core-fill vs. other systems

Cuesta Retaining Wall System is
complete with caps and corner block. Actual
colors may vary from photos.
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*Marbled colors are not perfectly consistent.
Some block will be solid colors.

There are three gravity wall systems: corefill, lip and pin. Our Cuesta System is core-fill,
which means structural integrity is obtained by
filling the large voids in each block with
crushed rock. The aggregate forms stabilized
columns that span from bottom to top, locking
the wall together. Crushed rock is required by
every retaining wall system, allowing water to
drain rapidly through the wall to avoid failure.
Please review the installation instructions.
St. Vrain Block prefers core-fill systems.
They are easier to install which reduce labor
costs and installer’s frustration.
Pin systems require careful alignment which
takes time. The pins get lost or broken on job
sites. The blocks are often solid in pin systems
and are heavy and awkward to handle.
Lip system retaining walls are stabilized by
leading lips or trailing lips. The lip can be
broken off in transit, thus reducing the systems
structural integrity.
Both pin and lip systems limit the installer’s
creative flexability by mandating placement of
the block. Core-fill systems are infinitely
versatile. An installer can turn corners both
directions without having to remove stabilizing pins or break off lips. Setback can be
increased or reduced, depending on the
projects needs and abilities. All this creativity
and versatility is achieved without compromising the systems stability.

St. Vrain Block Company
manufactures high-quality
concrete products.
After 65 years, we have the most
diverse manufactured concrete
product line available.

www.stvrainblock.com ~~ 303-833-4144
5150 Grand View Blvd ~ Dacono, CO 80514

